Abstract. We discuss various types of Tits Alternative for subgroups of graph products of groups, and prove that, under some natural conditions, a graph product of groups satisfies a given form of Tits Alternative if and only if each vertex group satisfies this alternative. As a corollary, we show that every finitely generated subgroup of a graph product of virtually solvable groups is either virtually solvable or large. As another corollary, we prove that every non-abelian subgroup of a right angled Artin group has an epimorphism onto the free group of rank 2. In the course of the paper we develop the theory of parabolic subgroups, which allows to describe the structure of subgroups of graph products that contain no non-abelian free subgroups. We also obtain a number of results regarding the stability of some group properties under taking graph products.
Introduction
In 1972 J. Tits [34] proved that a finitely generated linear group either is virtually solvable, or contains a copy of the free group F 2 of rank 2. Nowadays such a dichotomy is called the Tits Alternative. This alternative is a powerful result with important consequences. It was used by M. Gromov in his proof of the famous "polynomial growth" theorem [13] ; it also shows that linear groups satisfy von Neumann conjecture: every linear group is either amenable or contains a non-abelian free subgroup.
The Tits Alternative can be naturally modified by substituting "finitely generated", "virtually solvable" and "contains a non-abelian free subgroup" with other conditions of a similar form. An example of a result of this type is the theorem of G. Noskov and E. Vinberg [29] claiming that every subgroup of a finitely generated Coxeter group is either virtually abelian or large. Recall that a group is said to be large if it has a finite index subgroup which maps onto a non-abelian free group. A large group always contains a non-abelian free subgroup, but not vice-versa.
Let us now formally describe the possible versions of the Tits alternative that we are going to consider. Let I be a collection of cardinals; a group G is said to be I-generated, if there is a generating set X of G and λ ∈ I such that |X| ≤ λ. Definition 1.1. Suppose that I is a collection of cardinals, C is a class of groups and G is a group. We will say that G satisfies the Tits Alternative relative to (I, C) if for any I-generated subgroup H G either H ∈ C or H contains a non-abelian free subgroup.
The group G satisfies the Strong Tits Alternative relative to (I, C) if for any Igenerated subgroup H G either H ∈ C or H is large.
In this terminology the theorem of Tits [34] , mentioned above, tells us that linear groups satisfy the Tits Alternative relative to (I f , C vsol ), where I f is the collection of all finite cardinals and C vsol is the class of virtually solvable groups. For the class C vab , of virtually abelian groups, the Tits Alternative relative to (I f , C vab ) is known to hold in any word hyperbolic group [14] , Out(F n ) [5] , where F n is the free group of rank n, and in any group acting freely and properly on a finite dimensional CAT(0) cubical complex [31] .
Let I ω be the collection of all countable cardinals. The result of G. Noskov and E. Vinberg [29] in this language becomes: finitely generated Coxeter groups satisfy the Strong Tits Alternative relative to (I ω , C vab ).
The goal of this paper is to prove that many forms of Tits Alternative are stable under graph products. Let Γ be a simplicial graph and suppose that G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} is a collection of groups (called vertex groups). The graph product ΓG, of this collection of groups with respect to Γ, is the group obtained from the free product of the G v , v ∈ V Γ, by adding the relations [g v , g u ] = 1 for all g v ∈ G v , g u ∈ G u such that {v, u} is an edge of Γ.
The graph product of groups is a natural group-theoretic construction generalizing free products (when Γ has no edges) and direct products (when Γ is a complete graph) of groups G v , v ∈ V Γ. Graph products were first introduced and studied by E. Green in her Ph.D. thesis [12] . Further properties of graph products have been investigated by S. Hermiller and J. Meier in [19] and by T. Hsu and D. Wise in [21] .
Basic examples of graph products are right angled Artin groups, also called graph groups (when all vertex groups are infinite cyclic), and right angled Coxeter groups (when all vertex groups are cyclic of order 2).
Throughout this paper Z will denote the group of integers under addition and D ∞ ∼ = Z/2Z * Z/2Z will denote the infinite dihedral group. We will be interested in collections of cardinals I and classes of groups C satisfying the following properties:
(P0) (closed under isomorphisms) if A, B are groups, A ∈ C and A ∼ = B then B ∈ C; (P1) (closed under I-generated subgroups) if A ∈ C and B A is an I-generated subgroup, then B ∈ C; (P2) (closed under direct products of I-generated groups) if A, B ∈ C are Igenerated then A × B ∈ C; (P3) (contains the infinite cyclic group) Z ∈ C; (P4) (contains the infinite dihedral group) if Z/2Z ∈ C then D ∞ ∈ C.
Theorem A. Suppose that I is a collection of cardinals and C is a class of groups enjoying (P0)-(P4). Let Γ be a finite graph and let G = {G v | v ∈ V } be a family of groups. Then the graph product G = ΓG satisfies the Tits Alternative relative to (I, C) provided each vertex group G v , v ∈ V , satisfies this alternative.
To establish the strong version of Tits alternative we will need one more condition on I and C:
(P5) (I-locally profi ) if A ∈ C is non-trivial and I-generated then A possesses a proper finite index subgroup.
Theorem B. Let I be a collection of cardinals and let C be a class of groups enjoying the properties (P0)-(P5), such that I contains all finite cardinals or at least one infinite cardinal. Suppose that Γ is a finite graph and G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} is a family of groups. Then the graph product G = ΓG satisfies the Strong Tits Alternative relative to (I, C) provided each vertex group G v , v ∈ V Γ, satisfies this alternative.
Examples of classes of groups with properties (P0)-(P5), for I = I f , are the classes consisting of virtually abelian groups, virtually nilpotent groups, (virtually) polycyclic groups, (virtually) solvable groups and, more generally, elementary amenable groups. It is easy to see that all of these properties are necessary. For example, if groups from C contain no free subgroups and A ∈ C is a non-trivial group without proper finite index subgroups then A * A will possess no non-trivial finite quotients. It follows that A * A cannot be large; on the other hand, A * A / ∈ C as it contains a copy of F 2 . Thus we see that property (P5) is necessary for the claim of Theorem B.
For any n ∈ N, let C sol−n be the class of all solvable groups of derived length at most n. Denote by C vsol−n the class of all groups that are virtually in C sol−n . It is easy to see that the pairs (I f , C sol−m ) and (I f , C vsol−n ) enjoy the properties (P0)-(P5), for all m, n ∈ N with m ≥ 2 (when m = 1 the class C sol−1 , of abelian groups, does not satisfy (P4)). Hence applying Theorem B we achieve Corollary 1.2. Suppose that C = C sol−m for some m ≥ 2 or C = C vsol−n for some n ≥ 1. Let G be a graph product of groups from C. Then any finitely generated subgroup H of G either is large or belongs to C.
Observe that the graph product G could be taken over an infinite graph in the above corollary because a finitely generated subgroup is always contained in a "sub-graph product" with only finitely many vertices (see Remark 3.1). It is also worth noting that the group Q, of rational numbers, can be embedded into a finitely generated group from C sol−3 (this follows from the fact that there are finitely generated centerby-metabelian groups whose center is the free abelian group of countably infinite rank -see [18] ; taking a quotient of such a group by an appropriate central subgroup produces an embedding of an arbitrary countable abelian group into the center of a finitely generated group from C sol−3 ). Consequently, the free square of a finitely generated group from C sol−3 can contain Q * Q, which is neither solvable nor large. Thus the assumption that H is finitely generated in Corollary 1.2 is essential.
Applying Theorem B to finitely generated right angled Coxeter groups, we see that these groups satisfy the Strong Tits Alternative relative to (I ω , C 0 ), where C 0 is the smallest class of groups containing D ∞ , closed under isomorphisms, taking subgroups and direct products. It is easy to see that C 0 ⊂ C vab ∩C sol−2 ∩C polyc , where C polyc denotes the class of polycyclic groups; in particular all groups in C 0 will be finitely generated. A theorem of F. Haglund and D. Wise [15] states that every finitely generated Coxeter group is virtually a subgroup of some finitely generated right angled Coxeter group. Therefore we recover the result of Noskov-Vinberg [29] , mentioned above: Corollary 1.3. Let G be a finitely generated Coxeter group. If H G is an arbitrary subgroup then either H is large or H is finitely generated and virtually abelian.
Finally we would like to suggest the strongest possible (in our opinion) form of Tits alternative as follows. Definition 1.4. Suppose that I is a collection of cardinals, C is a class of groups and G is a group. We will say that G satisfies the Strongest Tits Alternative relative to (I, C) if for any I-generated subgroup H G either H ∈ C or H has an epimorphism onto the free group F 2 of rank 2.
2 is an example of a torsion-free large group ([3]) which does not map onto F 2 ( [26] ). Thus the Strongest Tits Alternative is indeed more restrictive than the Strong Tits Alternative. The evident groups, satisfying the Strongest Tits Alternative relative to the class of torsion-free abelian groups (and arbitrary I), are residually free groups.
For a collection of cardinals I, we define a new collection of cardinals I ′ , by saying that a cardinal λ belongs to I ′ if and only if λ + 1 ∈ I (see Sub-section 2.1 for the definition of the addition of cardinals). For instance, if I = {2} then I ′ = {1}; note also that I ′ f = I f and I ′ ω = I ω . In order to prove the strongest alternative, we need an additional property of the pair (I, C): (P6) (I ′ -locally indicable) if A ∈ C is non-trivial and I ′ -generated then A has an infinite cyclic quotient.
Evidently (P6) implies that every group in C is torsion-free (provided I ′ contains at least one non-zero cardinal). Basic examples of groups satisfying (P6) with I = I f are torsion-free nilpotent groups (see [30, 5.2.20] ).
Theorem C. Let I be a collection of cardinals and let C be a class of groups enjoying the properties (P0)-(P3) and (P6). Suppose that Γ is a finite graph and G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} is a collection of groups. Then the graph product G = ΓG satisfies the Strongest Tits Alternative relative to (I, C) provided each vertex group G v , v ∈ V Γ, satisfies this alternative.
Consider any pair (I, C) satisfying the conditions of Theorem C, such that F 2 / ∈ C. Then for an arbitrary non-trivial I ′ -generated group A ∈ C, G = A * Z is I-generated and contains a copy of F 2 , hence G / ∈ C. So, the Strongest Tits Alternative (relative to (I, C)) for G would imply that G maps onto F 2 , hence the image of A under this homomorphism is non-trivial, and, so it possesses an epimorphism onto Z. Thus the assumption of (P6) in Theorem C is indeed necessary.
For the first application of Theorem C, let us take I = {2} and let C be any class of torsion-free groups enjoying the properties (P0)-(P3) (e.g., C could be the class of torsion-free amenable groups). In this case I ′ -local indicability is equivalent to torsion-freeness, and so (P6) holds automatically. Recalling that a 2-generated group maps onto F 2 if and only if it is isomorphic to F 2 , we achieve Corollary 1.5. Let C be a non-empty class of torsion-free groups, closed under isomorphisms, direct products and taking subgroups. Suppose that G is a graph product with all vertex groups from C. Then for any 2-generated subgroup H G, either H ∈ C or H ∼ = F 2 . Corollary 1.5 generalizes a classical result of A. Baudisch [2] , who proved that any two non-commuting elements of a right angled Artin group generate a copy of F 2 . In fact, we are now able to say much more about subgroups of right angled Artin groups. Indeed, taking I = I ω and C to be the class of finitely generated torsion-free abelian groups, and applying Theorem C we obtain the following result: Corollary 1.6. Any subgroup of a finitely generated right angled Artin group is either free abelian of finite rank or maps onto F 2 .
The finite generation assumption in the above statement is not very important. Indeed, using Corollary 1.6 together with Remark 3.1, it is easy to show that any non-abelian subgroup of an arbitrary right angled Artin group maps onto F 2 . An easy consequence of Corollary 1.6 is that for every non-cyclic subgroup H, of a right angled Artin group, the first Betti number (i.e, the Q-rank of the abelianization) is at least two.
As far as we know, Corollary 1.6 gives the first non-trivial family of groups satisfying the Strongest Tits Alternative (it is not hard to construct right angled Artin groups that are not residually free). The family of subgroups of right angled Artin groups is very rich and includes many examples (see [4, 16, 15, 9, 25] ). However, Corollary 1.6 can be used to show that a lot of groups are not embeddable into right angled Artin groups. More precisely, one can obtain information regarding solutions of an equation in a right angled Artin group from the solutions of the same equation in free and free abelian groups. For example, we have Corollary 1.7. If three elements a, b, c of a right angled Artin group G satisfy a m = b n c p for m, n, p ≥ 2, then these elements pairwise commute.
The above fact is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.6 and the result of R. Lyndon and M. Schützenberger [28] , who proved the same statement when G is free. Corollary 1.7 generalizes a theorem of J. Crisp and B. Wiest [9, Thm. 7] , who established its claim in the case when m = n = p = 2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic properties of graph products, and in Section 3 we develop the theory of parabolic subgroups of graph products. The results of this section, together with Bass-Serre theory, allow us to prove, in Section 4, the Structure Theorem for subgroups of graph products which do not contain a copy of F 2 (Theorem 4.1). The Structure Theorem is one of the main results of this work, and it is intensively used in the proofs of Theorems A, B and C. We apply the Structure Theorem to give a more detailed description of "small" subgroups of graph products (see Theorem 4.3), and Theorem A is a consequence of this description.
In order to prove Theorems B and C, we study the kernel of the canonical retraction of a graph product onto one of the vertex groups and prove that this kernel is again a graph product (Theorem 5.2). This fact has a number of interesting applications, which are established in Section 5. In Section 6 we establish a sufficient criterion for a subgroup of a graph product to be large or to map onto F 2 (Theorem 6.5), and then we prove Theorems B and C. Finally, in Section 7 we construct two examples showing that the claims of Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 are in a certain sense optimal. Example 7.1 shows that without the assumption of torsion-freeness, there is no control over 2-generated subgroups of graph products; and Proposition 7.3 demonstrates that there is no connection between the rank of a non-abelian subgroup of a right angled Artin group and the maximal rank of the free group onto which it can be mapped. The latter is based on a Rips-type construction, which is presented in Proposition 7.2.
Preliminaries
2.1. Cardinal numbers. Our reference for cardinal numbers is [35] . Cardinals are traditionally well-ordered by injection (|X| ≤ |Y | if there is an injective map from X to Y ), but, assuming the Axiom of Choice, this ordering is equivalent to the ordering defined via surjections, which we will use (see [35, Proposition 2.1.8] ). Formally, if λ, κ are two cardinals, and X, Y are sets with |X| = λ, |Y | = κ, then λ ≤ κ if and only if there exists a surjective map Y ։ X. The addition of cardinals λ and κ is defined in a natural way: λ + κ is the cardinal of the union X ∪ Y of two disjoint sets X and Y with |X| = λ and |Y | = κ. A well-known fact tells us that λ + κ = max{λ, κ} if at least one of the cardinals λ, κ is infinite (see [35, Corollary 7.6.2] ). If m ∈ N and λ is a cardinality of a set X then mλ denotes the cardinality of the disjoint union of m copies of X; thus if λ is an infinite cardinal then mλ = λ for any m ∈ N.
Let I be a collection of cardinals. We say that a group G is I-generated, if there is a generating set X of G of cardinality λ, and a cardinal κ ∈ I such that λ ≤ κ. Remark that the image of an I-generated group under a homomorphism is again I-generated. It also follows from the definition that if J is another collection of cardinals, such that for every λ ∈ J there is κ ∈ I with λ ≤ κ, then any J -generated group is also I-generated. We will say that a collection of cardinals I is ample if it contains all finite cardinals or if it contains at least one infinite cardinal.
Lemma 2.1. Let I be an ample collection of cardinals. If G is an I-generated group and K G is a subgroup of finite index then K is also I-generated.
Proof. By the assumptions, G = k i=1 Kt i for some t i ∈ G, where k := |G : K|. Choose a generating set X of G with |X| ≤ λ for some λ ∈ I. By a theorem of Reidemeister and Schreier (see [30, 6.1.8] ), K can be generated by a subset Y of the set T XT −1 ⊂ G, where
If X is finite then Y is also finite, and hence K is I-generated by the assumptions on I. On the other hand, if X is infinite, then λ is an infinite cardinal, and so |Y | ≤ k 2 λ = λ ∈ I, as required.
2.2. Graph products. Let Γ be a graph without loops or multiple edges. We will use V Γ and EΓ to denote the set of vertices and the set of edges of Γ respectively. An edge can be considered as a 2-element subset of V Γ. A path in Γ of length n from u to v is a sequence of vertices (u = v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n = v) where {v i−1 , v i } ∈ EΓ, for i = 1, . . . , n.
For any subset A ⊆ V Γ, by Γ A we will denote the full subgraph of Γ with vertex set A. That is, V Γ A = A and {a 1 , a 2 } ∈ EΓ A if and only if {a 1 , a 2 } ∈ EΓ.
The link link Γ (v), of a vertex v ∈ V Γ, is the subset of vertices adjacent to v (excluding the v itself); in other words, link
Let G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} be a family of groups and let G := ΓG be the corresponding graph product. Any element g ∈ G may be represented as a word W ≡ (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n ) where each g i , called a syllable of W , is an element of some G v and g = g 1 g 2 . . . g n . The number of syllables is the length of the word. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we will say that the syllables g i and g j can be joined together if g i , g j ∈ G v for some v ∈ V Γ and g k ∈ G u k , u k ∈ link Γ (v) for k = i + 1, . . . , j − 1. In this case, in ΓG the word W represents the same element as the words (g 1 , . . . , g i−1 , g i g j , g i+1 , . . . , g j−1 , g j+1 , . . . , g n ) and (g 1 , . . . , g i−1 , g i+1 , . . . , g j−1 , g i g j , g j+1 , . . . , g n ), whose lengths are strictly smaller than the length of W .
A word W ≡ (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n ) is reduced either if it is empty or if g i = 1 for all i, and no two distinct syllables of W can be joined together.
We define the following transformations for the word W .
(T1). Remove a syllable g i if g i = 1 in G. (T2). Replace two consecutive syllables g i and g i+1 in the same vertex group G v with the single syllable
an edge of Γ, interchange g i and g i+1 .
Note that transformation (T3) preserves the length of the word, and transformations (T1),(T2) decrease it by 1. Evidently starting with some word W and applying finitely many transformations (T1)-(T3) we can obtain a reduced word W ′ , representing the same element of the group ΓG.
The following theorem was first proved by E. Green [12, Thm. 3.9] in her thesis.
Theorem 2.2 (The Normal Form Theorem). Every element g ∈ ΓG can be represented by a reduced word. Moreover, if two reduced words represent the same element of the group, then one can be obtained from the other after applying a finite sequence of syllable shuffling. In particular, the length of a reduced word is minimal among all words representing g, and a reduced word represents the identity if and only if it is the empty word.
Let g ∈ G and W ≡ (g 1 , . . . , g n ) be a reduced word representing g. We define the length of g in G to be |g| Γ = n and the support of g in G to be supp
. By the Normal Form Theorem, the length and support of an element are well defined. For a subset X ⊆ ΓG, the support of X, supp Γ (X) will be defined by supp Γ (X) = x∈X supp Γ (x) ⊆ V Γ. Observe that for a subgroup H = X ΓG one has supp Γ (H) = supp Γ (X). In particular, if H is finitely generated then supp Γ (H) is a finite subset of V Γ.
For every g ∈ G, Theorem 2.2 also allows to define the set fv Γ (g) ⊆ V Γ, consisting of all v ∈ supp Γ (g) such that some reduced word W , representing g, starts with a syllable from G v . Similarly, lv Γ (g) ⊆ V Γ will denote the subset of all u ∈ V such that some reduced word for g ends with a syllable from G u . Evidently fv Γ (g −1 ) = lv Γ (g).
Parabolic subgroups of graph products
Throughout this section Γ will denote a simplicial graph, V := V Γ, G = {G v | v ∈ V } will be a family of groups and G = ΓG will be the corresponding graph product. For any subset A ⊆ V Γ, the subgroup G A G, generated by {G v | v ∈ A}, is called special ; according to a standard convention, G ∅ = {1}. By the Normal Form Theorem, G A is the graph product of the groups {G v | v ∈ A} with respect to the graph Γ A . It is also easy to see that there is a canonical retraction ρ A : G → G A defined (on the generators of G) by ρ A (g) := g for each g ∈ G v with v ∈ A, and ρ A (h) := 1 for each h ∈ G u with u ∈ V Γ − A.
G is a finitely generated subgroup then H is contained in the special subgroup G A , of G, where A := supp Γ (H) is a finite subset of V Γ, and thus G A is a graph products of the family {G v | v ∈ A} over a finite graph Γ A .
For any v ∈ V the group G = ΓG naturally splits as a free amalgamated product:
The goal of this section is to develop the theory of parabolic subgroups (i.e., conjugates of special subgroups) of graph products. Some of the statements in this section are similar to those already known about parabolic subgroups of Coxeter groups (see [24, Sections 2, 3] ) and about parabolic subgroups of right angled Artin groups (see [11, Section 2] ).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that T ⊆ V := V Γ and g, x, y are some elements of G = ΓG such that gxg
Proof. Choose some reduced words (g 1 , . . . , g n ), (x 1 , . . . , x k ) and (y 1 , . . . , y l ) representing the elements g, x, and y in G respectively. The statement will be proved by induction on n = |g| Γ . If n = 0 then the claim clearly holds, so assume that n ≥ 1 and the claim has already been established for all g ∈ G, satisfying the assumptions of the lemma, with |g| Γ < n.
If supp Γ (g) ⊆ supp Γ (y) ⊆ T , there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, the equality gxg
. . , n} such that g m can be joined with g
. . , g n ) would not be reduced. It also follows that g is represented by the word (g 1 , . . . , g m−1 , g m+1 , . . . , g n , g m ) and g m ∈ G lv Γ (g) ∩ G S , where S = link Γ (supp Γ (x)). Hence we have g ′ xg ′ −1 = y, where g ′ ∈ G is the element represented by the word U ≡ (g 1 , . . . , g m−1 , g m+1 , . . . , g n ). Note that the word U is reduced as it was obtained from a reduced word for g by removing its last syllable; in particular, |g
, which contradicts to our assumptions. Thus lv Γ (g ′ ) ∩ supp Γ (x) = ∅ and we can apply the induction hypothesis to conclude that g ′ is represented by a reduced word (h 1 , . . . , h r , h r+1 , . . . , h n−1 ), where r ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, h 1 , . . . , h r ∈ G T and h r+1 , . . . , h n−1 ∈ G S . After setting h n := g m , we can conclude that g = g ′ g m is represented by the word (h 1 , . . . , h n−1 , h n ) (which must be reduced as its length is n = |g| Γ ), satisfying the required properties. 
Proof. Obviously one can write g = hg ′ , where
, that is g ′ can be shortened. Thus without loss of generality we can assume that lv(g ′ ) ∩ S = ∅.
, i.e., every syllable of x commutes with every syllable of
By Lemma 3.3, G Q ∩ G T = G P , where P := Q ∩ T , and so
as claimed.
Proposition 3.4 immediately yields Corollary 3.6. The intersection of two parabolic subgroups of a graph product is again a parabolic subgroup.
Lemma 3.9. If K is a parabolic subgroup of a graph product G and gKg
Proposition 3.10. Let X be a subset of the graph product G = ΓG such that at least one of the following conditions holds:
(i) the graph Γ is finite;
(ii) the subgroup X G is finitely generated.
Then there exists a unique minimal parabolic subgroup of G containing X.
Proof. The uniqueness us clear from Corollary 3.6.
To establish the existence, suppose, at first, that Γ is finite. Then there is a subset
is a minimal parabolic subgroup containing X. Suppose that there is some parabolic subgroup
1 . According to Lemma 3.7, G T = G T ∩S , and the minimality of |S| implies that |S| ≤ |T ∩ S| < ∞. Consequently, S = T ∩ S and G S = G T ∩S = G T . Therefore, applying Lemma 3.9, we can conclude that g 2 G T g
is a finite subset of V . Recall that the special subgroup G A , of G, is itself a graph product (of the groups {G v | v ∈ A} with respect to the graph Γ A ) and any parabolic subgroup of G A is a parabolic subgroup of G. Since |A| < ∞, by the first part of the proof X is contained in a minimal parabolic subgroup
is a parabolic subgroup of G A . Therefore, using minimality of
; thus the proposition is proved. Definition 3.11. Suppose that a subset X ⊆ G = ΓG is contained in a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. Then this parabolic subgroup will be called the parabolic closure of X and will be denoted by Pc Γ (X).
Recall that the normalizer
Lemma 3.12. Let G = ΓG and X ⊆ G. Suppose that the parabolic closure of X in G exists. Then for any g ∈ G with X ⊆ gXg
Proof. Clearly for any g ∈ G, with X ⊆ gXg −1 , X is contained in gLg −1 , which is also a parabolic subgroup. Hence L ⊆ gLg −1 , and Lemma 3.9 implies that L = gLg
Corollary 3.13. Assume that the graph product G is torsion-free, K G is a parabolic subgroup and g ∈ G. If g k ∈ K for some k ∈ N then g ∈ K.
Proof. Since g normalizes g k , Proposition 3.10 together with Lemma 3.12 imply
Proposition 3.14. Let K be a non-trivial parabolic subgroup of the graph product
Proof. After conjugating everything by f −1 , we can assume that K = G S . Observe that S = ∅ since K = {1}. Consider any element g ∈ N G (G S ), any s ∈ S and any x ∈ G s \{1}. Then gxg −1 = y for some y ∈ G S and Lemma 3.2 implies that g ∈ G S∪link Γ (s) . Since the latter holds for every s ∈ S, we see that g ∈ s∈S G S∪link Γ (s) = G T , where
For any graph Γ one can define its complement graph Γ ′ to be the graph with the same vertex set V Γ ′ = V Γ such that the edge set EΓ ′ is the complement of EΓ in the set of two-element subsets of V Γ; in other words, for any u, v ∈ V Γ ′ = V Γ, {u, v} ∈ EΓ ′ if and only if {u, v} / ∈ EΓ. It is easy to see that Γ is irreducible if and only if Γ ′ is connected. In the case when Γ is not irreducible, any graph product G = ΓG, with respect to Γ, naturally splits as a direct product G A × G B , where V = A ⊔ B and B = link Γ (A).
Corollary 3.16. Assume that Γ is a finite irreducible graph and G = ΓG is the graph product of a family of groups G with respect to Γ. Suppose that N G is a nontrivial subgroup such that Pc Γ (N) is a proper parabolic subgroup of G. Then N G (N) is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G.
Proof. Combining Proposition 3.10 with Lemma 3.12 we see that N G (N) N G (K), where K := Pc Γ (N). By the assumptions, K = f G S f −1 for some S V and f ∈ G; after discarding all s ∈ S with trivial vertex groups, we can suppose that
Lemma 3.17. If Γ is a finite irreducible graph and H G is a virtually cyclic subgroup which is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G, then H ∩ K is finite for each proper parabolic subgroup K of G.
Proof. Suppose that H ∩ K is infinite for some proper parabolic subgroup K G. Then there is an infinite cyclic subgroup N H ∩ K such that N ⊳ H. Observe that Pc Γ (N) K is a proper parabolic subgroup and H N G (N), therefore, H must also be contained in a proper parabolic subgroup by Corollary 3.16, contradicting to our assumptions. Hence |H ∩ K| < ∞. Proposition 3.18. Suppose that the graph Γ is finite and X ⊆ G = ΓG. Then there is a finite subset X ′ ⊆ X such that Pc Γ (X) = Pc Γ (X ′ ).
Proof. By Proposition 3.10, for every finite subset Y ⊆ X, there exist S = S(Y ) ⊆ V and f = f (Y ) ∈ G such that Pc Γ (Y ) = f G S f −1 and G s = {1} for all s ∈ S. Since V = V Γ is finite, the maximum of the cardinality |S| will be achieved on some finite subset X ′ ⊆ X. Evidently, to prove the claim it is enough to show that X ⊆ Pc Γ (X ′ ).
For any x ∈ X we can find T ⊆ V and g ∈ G such that Pc Γ (X ′ ∪{x}) = gG T g −1 and G t = {1} for all t ∈ T . By the choice of X ′ , we have |T | ≤ |S| and f G S f
It follows that S ⊆ T (Corollary 3.8), which, in view of |T | ≤ |S|, implies that S = T . Finally, the inclusion f G T f −1
for all x ∈ X, thus finishing the proof.
Corollary 3.19. If Γ is finite and G = ΓG is the graph product of groups with respect Γ, then any descending/ascending chain of parabolic subgroups stabilizes.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Propositions 3.10 and 3.18, and is left as an exercise for the reader.
Subgroups that contain no non-abelian free subgroups
Throughout this section Γ will be a finite simplicial graph, V = V Γ, G = ΓG will be the graph product of a family of groups G = {G v | v ∈ V } with respect to Γ.
Suppose that G acts on a simplicial tree T without edge inversions. It is well known that any element g ∈ G either fixes a vertex of T or there exists a unique minimal g -subtree of T , which is a bi-infinite geodesic path (called the axis of g), where g acts by translation (see [10, I.4.11,I.4.13] or [8, 1.3] ). In the former case g is said to be elliptic, and in the latter case it is said to be hyperbolic. The translation length g , of g, is the integer defined by g := min{d T (p, g • p) | p is a vertex of T }, where d T is the standard edge-path metric on T . If the element g ∈ G is hyperbolic then
The following theorem allows to describe the structure of any subgroup, of a graph product, which has no non-abelian free subgroups.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the graph Γ is finite, irreducible and has at least two vertices. If H G is a subgroup then at least one of the following is true:
(1) H is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G;
Proof. Suppose that (4) does not hold, i.e., there is a subset S V such that every non-abelian free subgroup of H intersects non-trivially some conjugate of G S in G (note that this is also the case if H contains no non-abelian free subgroups at all). Choose any vertex v ∈ V \ S and set C := link Γ (v), B := C ⊔ {v} and A := V − {v}; observe that S ⊆ A. As Γ is irreducible and |V | ≥ 2, A and B are non-empty proper subsets of V . Then G naturally splits as the amalgamated free product:
Let T be the Bass-Serre tree, corresponding to this splitting, on which G acts simplicially and without edge inversions. The vertex stabilizers of this splitting are conjugates of G A and G B , and the edge stabilizers are conjugates of G C (see [33, I.4.1, Thm. 7] ), all of which are proper parabolic subgroups in G.
Since every non-abelian free subgroup of H has non-trivial intersection with some conjugate of G A (and thus it cannot act freely on T ), by Theorem 2.7 from [8] the induced action of H on T must be reducible, which means that one of the following occurs:
(i) every element of H fixes a vertex of T ; (ii) there is a bi-infinite geodesic line L which is invariant under the action of H; (iii) there is an end of T which is fixed by H.
In case (i), by Proposition 3.18, there is a finite subset
H is finitely generated and every element of H ′ fixes a vertex of T , therefore H ′ fixes some vertex of T (see [33, I.6.5, Cor. 3] ). But full G-stabilizers of vertices of T are proper parabolic subgroups of G, therefore
is a proper parabolic subgroup of G. Thus H will be contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G.
Assume, now, that we are in case (ii). Then H acts on the bi-infinite geodesic line L, giving rise to a homomorphism φ : H → D ∞ , where D ∞ is the infinite dihedral group of all simplicial isometries of L. Moreover, we can suppose that φ(H) is infinite, because otherwise H would fix a vertex of L and we would be in case (i). Denote N := ker φ ⊳ H; then N fixes every vertex of L and so it is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G by case (i). If N = {1} then H is isomorphic to an infinite subgroup of D ∞ , which is either infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral. If N = {1} then H N G (N) is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G by Corollary 3.16.
Finally, assume that we are in case (iii), i.e., H fixes some end e of T . If an element g ∈ H fixes some vertex o of T , then it will have to fix every vertex of the unique infinite geodesic ray between o and e. If h ∈ H is another elliptic element, then it will fix (pointwise) another geodesic ray converging to e. But any two rays converging to e are eventually the same, in particular they will have a common vertex, which will then be fixed by both g and h. Thus gh ∈ H will also be elliptic. It follows that the subset N ⊆ H, of all elliptic elements of H, is a normal subgroup of H. The argument for case (i) shows that N is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G. And if N = {1} then Corollary 3.16 yields that H N G (N) is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G.
Thus, we can assume that N = {1}, in other words all non-trivial elements of H are hyperbolic. Let x ∈ H − {1} be an element of minimal translation length (for the action of H on T ). For any other element y ∈ H −{1}, the intersection of axis(x) and axis(y) is an infinite geodesic ray R, starting at some vertex p of T and converging to e. After replacing x and y with their inverses, where necessary, we assume that x • R ⊂ R and y • R ⊂ R. Write y = m x + n, where m ∈ N, n ∈ N ∪ {0} and n < x . Then y • p, (x −m y) • p ∈ R and so d T (p, (x −m y) • p) = y − m x = n, thus x −m y ≤ n < x , hence x −m y = 1 by the minimality of x . Thus y ∈ x for all y ∈ H, i.e., H = x is cyclic. Since x is hyperbolic, it must have infinite order (cf. [10, I.4.11]), implying that H ∼ = Z.
Remark 4.2. In the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, assume that the condition (4) is satisfied. Then H has a finitely generated subgroup M such that M is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G and M contains a free subgroup of rank 2. Indeed, simply let M to be the subgroup of H generated by {F (S) | S V }.
The above Structure Theorem can be used to give a more precise description of subgroups of graphs products that do not contain non-abelian free subgroups. Let I be a collection of cardinals. For n = 1, 2, 3, . . . we define classes of groups ISG n as follows:
ISG 1 is the class consisting of all I-generated groups, which are isomorphic to subgroups of G v , v ∈ V Γ, and which do not contain a copy of F 2 . ISG 2 is the smallest class, closed under isomorphisms, containing all I-generated groups H, such that H is a subgroup of A × B for some A, B ∈ ISG 1 , and satisfying the next conditions: Z ∈ ISG 2 and, if for some v ∈ V Γ the vertex group G v has 2-torsion, then D ∞ ∈ ISG 2 .
ISG n , n ≥ 3, is the class consisting of all I-generated groups H, such that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of A × B for some A ∈ ISG l and B ∈ ISG m with l, m ∈ N, l + m = n. Theorem 4.3. Suppose that I is a collection of cardinals, Γ is a non-empty finite graph and G = ΓG is the graph product of a family of groups G with respect to Γ. If H G is an I-generated subgroup, which does not contain a copy of F 2 , then H is in the class ISG |V Γ| .
Proof. Observe that ISG n−1 ⊆ ISG n whenever n ≥ 2. The proof argues by induction on the number of vertices in Γ. The claim is evident if |V Γ| ≤ 1. So we will assume that |V Γ| ≥ 2 and that the result holds for every graph product over a graph with fewer vertices than Γ.
Let H be an I-generated subgroup of G that does not contain a non-abelian free subgroup; we have to show that H ∈ ISG |V Γ| . There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: Γ is irreducible. Since |V Γ| ≥ 2, we are under the assumptions of the Structure Theorem (Theorem 4.1). Therefore H is either contained in a proper parabolic subgroup (and, hence, the result follows by induction), or H ∼ = Z or H ∼ = D ∞ . By the assumptions, Z ∈ ISG n for all n ≥ 2. On the other hand, the case H ∼ = D ∞ can only happen if G has 2-torsion, which, in its own turn, only happens when G v has 2-torsion for some v ∈ V Γ (see, for example, Corollary 5.9 below), and then D ∞ is in ISG n for any n ≥ 2.
Case 2: Γ is not irreducible. Then there exist non-empty subsets A and B of V Γ such that G = G A × G B and |A| + |B| = |V Γ|. As H is I-generated, so are ρ A (H) and ρ B (H). Since H does not contain a non-abelian free subgroup, neither ρ A (H) nor ρ B (H) contain a copy of F 2 . Using the induction hypothesis, ρ A (H) ∈ ISG |A| and ρ B (H) ∈ ISG |B| . It remains to observe that H is contained in the subgroup of G, generated by ρ A (H) and ρ B (H), which is naturally isomorphic to ρ A (H) × ρ B (H), as required.
Theorem A is almost an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Theorem A. If the collection I contains no no-zero cardinals, then the statement trivially holds (since only the trivial group could be I-generated in this case), therefore we will further assume that I contains at least one non-zero cardinal, implying that any cyclic group is I-generated.
By the assumptions, all vertex groups G v , v ∈ V Γ, satisfy the Tits Alternative relative to (I, C). This means that ISG 1 ⊆ C. By (P0),(P1) and (P2), I-generated subgroups of direct products of groups from ISG 1 are in C. By (P3), Z ∈ C; and if G v has 2-torsion for some v ∈ V Γ, then Z/2Z ∈ C (according to the Tits Alternative for G v ) and so D ∞ ∈ C by (P4). Therefore ISG 2 ⊆ C. Again, by (P0),(P1) and (P2), for n ≥ 3, all groups from ISG n are in C. Now, consider an arbitrary I-generated subgroup H G = ΓG, which does not contain a non-abelian free subgroup. Without loss of generality we can suppose that the graph Γ is non-empty, and so, by Theorem 4.3, H ∈ ISG |V Γ| ⊆ C, finishing the proof.
Taking I to be the collection of all countable cardinals, one can use Theorem 4.3 to obtain another interesting corollary, the proof of which is left for the reader: Corollary 4.4. If Γ is a finite graph and G is a right angled Artin group corresponding to Γ (that is, G is the graph product of infinite cyclic groups with respect to Γ) then the rank of any abelian subgroup of G does not exceed |V Γ|.
Kernel of the canonical retraction onto a vertex group
Let Γ be a simplicial graph and let G = ΓG be a graph products of a family of groups G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ}, with respect to Γ. In this section we will use the Normal Form Theorem (Theorem 2.2) to prove that for any a ∈ V Γ, the kernel ker ρ {a} is itself a graph product. Let V = V Γ, A = {a}, B = link Γ (a) and C = V − (A ∪ B). Then V is the disjoint union of A, B, and C. Example 5.1. Let Γ be the simple path of length 2. That is, Γ has three vertices {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } and two edges {{v 1 , v 2 }, {v 2 , v 3 }}. Suppose that G v 1 = Z/3Z = {0,1,2}. For a = v 1 we have A = {v 1 }, B = {v 2 } and C = {v 3 }. Figure 1 below illustrates the construction of the graph ∆ in this case.
] be an isomorphic copy of G v (with a fixed isomorphism), and for any k ∈ K [(g,v) ] , let k denote the corresponding element in G v . Set K = {K t | t ∈ V ∆} and let ∆K be the corresponding graph product. Define a map φ 0 : t∈V ∆ K t → ΓG by φ 0 (k) = gkg −1 whenever k ∈ K [(g,v) ] . Note that this is well defined, since if (g, v) ∼ (h, u) then u = v ∈ B and gkg −1 = k = hkh −1 . Clearly φ 0 can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism φ : ∆K → ΓG, because any defining relation of ∆K is mapped to a relation of ΓG.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that G := ΓG is a graph product of groups as above and a ∈ V Γ is a vertex of Γ. Then there is a group isomorphism ψ : ker ρ {a} → ∆K, where the graph ∆ and the family of groups K are defined above. In particular, every vertex group K t , t ∈ V ∆, is isomorphic to some G v , v ∈ V Γ.
Moreover, for every g ∈ ker ρ {a} we have
Proof. Let φ : ∆K → ΓG be the homomorphism defined above. We will show that φ is injective and its image is ker ρ {a} . We will then take ψ to be the inverse of φ.
Injectivity of φ
Let W ≡ (k 1 , . . . , k n ) be a reduced word representing a non trivial element of ∆K. For any given i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we know that φ(
, we have freedom to (recursively) choose g i ∈ G A as follows: if i = 1 we take g 1 = 1, and if i > 1 we take g i = g i−1 .
Then φ maps the element of ∆K, represented by W , to the element of ΓG, represented by the word
Arguing by contradiction, suppose that W 1 = 1 in ΓG. Let W 2 be the word obtained from W 1 by removing all the trivial G A -syllables. Since W 2 = 1 and n ≥ 1, it follows that two syllables of W 2 can be joined together. However, from the choice of g i 's it is clear that no two (non-trivial) G A -syllables of W 2 can be joined together (because if k i ∈ G B and i > 1 then g
). Therefore there must exist integers i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, such that k i can be joined with k j in W 2 . There are two cases to consider.
Since these two syllables can be joined together in W 2 , we have k m ∈ G link Γ (v) for each m ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j − 1}. Hence k i , k j ∈ K t , where t = [(1, v)] ∈ V ∆, and for every m ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j − 1} one has k m ∈ K link ∆ (t) . In other words, the syllables k i and k j can be joined together in W , contradicting the assumption that W is reduced.
, and for every m ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j − 1} one has k m ∈ K link ∆ (t) . This again yields a contradiction with the assumption that W was reduced.
The image of φ is ker ρ A First notice that each generator of ∆K is mapped under φ to an element of ker ρ A . Therefore Imφ ⊆ ker ρ A .
On the other hand, any element g ∈ ker ρ A can be represented by a word W ≡ (S 0 , h 1 , S 1 , . . . , h n , S n ), where n ≥ 0, every S i is a subword without G A -syllables and each h j ∈ G A − {1}. As g ∈ ker ρ A we see that ρ A (g) = h 1 h 2 · · · h n = 1 in G A . For an element h ∈ G A and a word S ≡ (s 1 , . . . , s m ), with s i ∈ G u i for some u i ∈ B ∪ C, i = 1, . . . , m, we define S h to be the word (h,
h represents the φ-image of the word (k 1 , . . . , k m ), where k i ∈ K [(h,u i )] and k i = s i for all i, and the length of this word is the same as the length of S.
Note that in ΓG the element g is also represented by the word
Evidently W ′ is the φ-image of some word, representing an element of ∆K. Hence φ is surjective.
Rewriting in ∆K
Let ψ : ker ρ A → ∆K be the inverse of φ. From the previous construction of W ′ it is clear that |ψ(g)| ∆ ≤ |g| Γ − n. And if a ∈ supp(g), then n ≥ 2 (as h 1 h 2 · · · h n = 1 but h i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n), proving the last claim of the theorem. Definition 5.3. Let Γ be a simplicial graph and let G = ΓG be the graph product of a family of groups G with respect to Γ. Given any subset X ⊆ G, such that the parabolic closure of X exists, the essential support esupp Γ (X), of X, is the minimal subset S ⊆ V Γ such that Pc Γ (X) = gG S g −1 for some g ∈ G.
where
, and, according to Corollary 3.8, esupp Γ (X) = T ′ . In particular for every s ∈ esupp Γ (X), G s = {1}, hence esupp Γ (X) ⊆ supp Γ (X) by Corollary 3.8.
Remark 5.5. For any finite subset X ⊆ G, the essential supports esupp Γ (X) and esupp Γ ( X ) are well-defined by Proposition 3.10, and esupp Γ ( X ) = esupp Γ (X) is a finite subset of V Γ. Moreover, esupp Γ (X) = V Γ if and only if X is not contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G.
Lemma 5.6. Let H be a subgroup of G = ΓG such that E := esupp Γ (H) ⊆ V Γ is well-defined (e.g., if Γ is finite or if H is finitely generated). Then the canonical projection ρ E : G → G E is injective on H and esupp Γ E (ρ E (H)) = E, i.e., ρ E (H) is not contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G E , where G E is equipped with the natural graph product decomposition with respect to Γ E .
Proof. By the assumptions, H gG E g −1 for some g ∈ G and E is the smallest subset of V Γ with this property. Evidently the restriction of ρ E to gG E g −1 acts as conjugation by ρ E (g)g −1 . It follows that ρ E is injective on H and H is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G E .
Given a graph ∆ and a subset S ⊆ V ∆, we will say that S is irreducible if the full subgraph ∆ S is irreducible. In other words, S is not irreducible if and only if S = P ⊔ Q such that P, Q = ∅ and Q ⊆ link ∆ (P ).
Proposition 5.7. Let Γ be a finite irreducible graph with at least two vertices and let G = ΓG be the graph product of a family of groups G with respect to Γ. Consider a finite subset X ⊆ G such that X is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G and X ⊆ ker ρ {a} for some a ∈ V Γ. Using Theorem 5.2, the kernel ker ρ {a} can be identified with the graph product K := ∆K as above. Then the essential support esupp ∆ (X) is irreducible and | esupp ∆ (X)| ≥ 2.
Proof. We will use the same notation as in the beginning of the section. Note that esupp ∆ (X) is well-defined by Proposition 3.10. Let us start with observing two facts.
which is a proper parabolic subgroup of G). Hence there are g 1 , g 2 ∈ G A and u 1 , u 2 ∈ C such that g 1 = g 2 and [(
, which is a proper parabolic subgroup of G, contradicting to our assumptions.
Arguing by contradiction, let us assume that esupp ∆ (X) is not irreducible, that is esupp ∆ (X) = P ⊔ Q such that P, Q ⊆ V ∆ are non-empty and Q ⊆ link ∆ (P ) in ∆. If  [(f 1 , v 1 )], [(f 2 , v 2 ) ] ∈ esupp ∆ (X) are such that f 1 , f 2 are distinct elements of G A and v 1 , v 2 ∈ C, then these vertices are not adjacent in ∆, and thus they must both lie either in P or in Q. Without loss of generality we can suppose that [(g 1 , u 1 )] ∈ P . Then [(g 2 , u 2 )] ∈ P and, in view of Fact 2, for every v ∈ C and each [(f, v)] ∈ esupp ∆ (X), [(f, v)] ∈ P (because such a vertex cannot be adjacent to both [(g 1 , u 1 )] and [(g 2 , u 2 
Let P and Q be the projections of P and Q to B ∪ C, i.e.,
It is easy to see that P and Q are non-empty and disjoint because P and Q were disjoint, and P ∪ Q = B ∪ C by Fact 2.
Since Q ⊆ link ∆ (P ), we see that for all v ∈ P and u ∈ Q there is f ∈ G A and such that [(f, v)] ∈ P is adjacent to [(1, u)] = [(f, u)] ∈ Q in ∆, which implies that v is adjacent to u in Γ. Therefore u ∈ link Γ (v) for all v ∈ P and all u ∈ Q, i.e., Q ⊆ link Γ (P ). Recalling that V Γ = B⊔C⊔{a} = Q⊔(P ∪{a}) and Q ⊆ B = link Γ (a), we arrive to a contradiction with irreducibility of Γ.
We have shown that esupp ∆ (X) is irreducible and has at least two elements (Fact 1), thus the proposition is proved.
For a finite subset X ⊆ G = ΓG, the length of X with respect to ΓG will be defined by
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that Γ is a simplicial graph (not necessarily finite) and G = ΓG is the graph product of a family of groups G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} with respect to Γ. Let H be a subgroup of ΓG and let X be a finite subset of H. Then there exist a finite graph ∆, a graph product ∆K over ∆, and a homomorphism ϕ : H → ∆K with the following properties:
Moreover, if esupp Γ (X) contains at least two elements and is irreducible in Γ then ∆ will be irreducible and |V ∆| ≥ 2. If, additionally, ρ {a} (X) = {1} in ΓG for some a ∈ esupp Γ (X), then |ϕ(X)| ∆ < |X| Γ .
Proof. The required graph product can be constructed by applying the following twostep procedure several times:
Step 1. Let Θ be the full subgraph Γ E of Γ, where E := esupp Γ (X) ⊆ V Γ. Since |X| < ∞ one sees that E and the graph Θ are both finite (cf. Remarks 5.4 and 5.5). Note that the canonical retraction ρ E : G → G E is length-reducing: |X| Γ ≥ |ρ E (X)| Θ , where the latter length is measured in the special subgroup G E of G, with G E being considered as a graph product of the family {G v | v ∈ E} with respect to Θ. Moreover, ρ E is injective on X and esupp Θ (ρ E (X)) = esupp Θ (ρ E ( X )) = V Θ = E by Lemma 5.6. Set H 1 := ρ E (H) G E and X 1 := ρ E (X) ⊆ H 1 . Now, if for all a ∈ E = V Θ, ρ {a} (H 1 ) = {1} in G E then G E is the required graph product ∆K where ϕ : H → G E is the restriction of ρ E to H. Otherwise, proceed to step two.
Step 2. Suppose that there is a ∈ V Θ = esupp Θ (X 1 ) such that ρ {a} (H 1 ) = {1} in G E , i.e., H 1 ⊆ ker ρ {a} . Then, by Theorem 5.2, ker ρ {a} is a graph product ∆K of groups, each of which is isomorphic to some G v , v ∈ V Γ. By our assumptions and Remark 5.4, there is some x 0 ∈ X 1 such that a ∈ supp Θ (x 0 ). Hence, by (1) 
We also have that H 1 ∆K and if E = esupp Γ (X) was irreducible in Γ and contained at least two elements, then Θ = Γ E is an irreducible graph with at least two vertices, hence esupp ∆ (X 1 ) will be irreducible in ∆ and | esupp ∆ (X 1 )| ≥ 2 by Proposition 5.7.
Since the non-negative integer |X| Γ is being decreased with each application of Step 2, after repeating this two-step procedure finitely many times we will obtain a graph product with all the desired properties.
The following fact (cf. [12, Cor. 3.28] ) can be deduced immediately from the above proposition:
Corollary 5.9. Let p be a prime number. If each vertex group G v , v ∈ V Γ, has no p-torsion then the graph product G = ΓG has no p-torsion. Thus if each vertex group is torsion-free then G is torsion-free.
Proof. If G contains an element g, of order p, then take H := g and X := {g}. Applying Proposition 5.8, we will find v ∈ V Γ a homomorphism α : H → G v such that α(H) = {1}. Since H is a cyclic group of prime order, the latter implies that α is injective, hence α(g) ∈ G v has order p.
Definition 5.10. Let (P) be a property of groups (preserved by group isomorphisms) and let I be a collection of cardinals. We will say that a group is I-locally (P), if every non-trivial I-generated subgroup has (P).
In this work we will mainly be interested in the properties of being indicable and profi. A group G is said to be indicable if it has an infinite cyclic quotient; G will be called profi if it possesses a proper finite index subgroup. Clearly every indicable group is profi, but not vice-versa.
Note that if a group G maps onto an indicable (resp. profi) group, then G itself is indicable (resp. profi). More generally, we shall say that (P) is a lifting property provided the following holds: if G is a group possessing a non-trivial quotient Q with property (P) then G itself has (P). Thus the properties of indicability and profi are lifting properties.
Proposition 5.11. Suppose that I is a collection of cardinals, Γ is a simplicial graph, G = ΓG is the graph product of a family of groups G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} with respect to Γ. Let (P) be a lifting property of groups. If every vertex group G v , v ∈ V Γ, is I-locally (P) then the graph product G is also I-locally (P).
Proof. Let H be a non-trivial I-generated subgroup of G. Pick any h ∈ H − {1} and set X := {h}. By Proposition 5.8 we can find the graph product ∆K and a homomorphism ϕ : H → ∆K enjoying all of its claims. In particular ϕ(h) = 1, hence ∆ has at least one vertex t ∈ V ∆. Since ρ {t} (ϕ(H)) = {1} in K t and K t is Ilocally (P) (as it is isomorphic to a vertex group of the original graph product), we can conclude that (ρ {t} • ϕ)(H) has (P), and so H has (P) because this property is lifting.
Proposition 5.11 has the following immediate corollary, which will later be used in the proofs of Theorems B and C:
Corollary 5.12. Let I be a collection of cardinals. Then the graph product of groups is I-locally indicable (resp. I-locally profi) if and only if each vertex group is I-locally indicable (resp. I-locally profi).
A group G is right orderable if there a total order invariant under the right action of G on itself by multiplication. Clearly, subgroups of right orderable groups are right orderable. By [6, Thm. 2], a group is right orderable if and only if every non-trivial finitely generated subgroup maps onto a non-trivial right orderable group. Using this fact together with an argument, similar the one applied in Proposition 5.11, one can achieve the following statement: Corollary 5.13. A graph product of right orderable groups is right orderable.
A different proof of Corollary 5.13 has been independently obtained by I. Chiswell in [7] , where it is also proved that a graph product of bi-orderable groups is bi-orderable.
6. Proofs of Theorems B and C Lemma 6.1. Let Γ be a non-empty finite irreducible graph. Then there is a vertex v ∈ V = V Γ such that the full subgraph Γ A , of Γ, is again irreducible, where A := V − {v}.
Proof. Recall that the graph Γ is irreducible if and only if the complement graph Γ ′ is connected. It is not difficult to see that Γ ′ , as any non-empty finite connected graph, has a vertex v that is not a cut vertex. Then the full subgraph of Γ ′ spanned by A := V − {v} (obtained from Γ ′ by removing v and all the edges adjacent to it), is connected. Thus Γ A is irreducible.
Our methods for proving of Theorems B and C are similar, and so we are going to prove both of them in parallel.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that I is a collection of cardinals and G is a group splitting as a free amalgamated product G = G 1 * G 3 G 2 , where G j G, j = 1, 2, 3. Let H G be an I-generated subgroup such that H is not virtually cyclic, H is not contained in a conjugate of G j , j = 1, 2, in G, and H ∩ gG 3 g −1 = {1} for all g ∈ G. Then the following are true.
(i) If I is ample and G is I-locally profi, then H is large.
Proof. By a generalization of Kurosh's subgroup theorem (see [33, I.5.5, Thm. 14]), H = ( * i∈I H i ) * F where F is a free group, I is a set of indices (possibly empty), and for each i ∈ I, there are g i ∈ G and j = j(i) ∈ {1, 2} such that
= {1}. Since H is I-generated, F and every H i are also I-generated, as retracts of H.
If the rank of F is at least 2, then H maps onto F 2 and both (i) and (ii) hold. Thus we can further assume that F is either trivial or is isomorphic to Z.
(i) If F ∼ = Z, since H is not cyclic we have I = ∅, thus there exists some i 0 ∈ I. Since G is I-locally profi, H i 0 possesses a normal subgroup N 0 of finite index n ≥ 2. Then H has an epimorphism onto the virtually free group F 1 := H i 0 /N 0 * F . The above conditions on n and F imply that F 1 contains a non-abelian free subgroup, and so it is not virtually cyclic. Thus F 1 is large and, hence, so is H.
In the case when F = {1}, I must have at least two elements because H is not contained in a conjugate of G j , j = 1, 2, by assumptions. If |I| ≥ 3, choose three distinct indices i 0 , i 1 , i 2 ∈ I. Since G is I-locally profi, each H i l possesses a normal subgroup N l of finite index n l ≥ 2, l = 0, 1, 2. Then H maps onto the free product H i 0 /N 0 * H i 1 /N 1 * H i 2 /N 2 , of three non-trivial finite subgroups, and hence it is large.
If I = {i 0 , i 1 } and |H i l | = 2 for l = 0, 1, then H ∼ = D ∞ , contradicting to H not being virtually cyclic. Thus without loss of generality we can assume that |H i 0 | ≥ 3. Again, since G is I-locally profi, H i l possesses a normal subgroup N l of finite index n l ≥ 2 for l = 0, 1. Moreover, if n 0 = 2 then N i 0 = {1} and it is I-generated by Lemma 2.1, hence N i 0 is profi and it must contain a proper finite index subgroup. Therefore we can assume that n i 0 ≥ 3. Then H maps onto the free product (H i 0 /N 0 ) * (H i 1 /N 1 ) of two finite subgroups, of orders n 0 ≥ 3 and n 1 ≥ 2, and so H is large. This completes the proof for (i).
(ii) If F ∼ = Z, since H is not cyclic there exists i 0 ∈ I. By the Grushko-Neumann Theorem [10, I.10.6] , H i 0 is I ′ -generated because H is I-generated. Hence H i 0 maps onto Z as G is I ′ -locally indicable. It follows that H maps onto Z * F which is isomorphic to F 2 .
If F = {1}, the assumptions imply that |I| ≥ 2, so we can find distinct i 0 , i 1 ∈ I. Since both H i 0 and H i 1 are non-trivial and H is I-generated, the Grushko-Neumann Theorem implies that these free factors are I ′ -generated. The I ′ -local indicability of G yields that H i 0 and H i 1 each map onto Z, hence H maps onto Z * Z ∼ = F 2 , as required.
For the rest of this section Γ will be a finite simplicial graph, G = {G v | v ∈ V Γ} will be a family of groups and G = ΓG will be the corresponding graph product. Before proving the main results, we are going to establish two sufficient criteria for a subgroup of a graph product to be large or to map onto F 2 .
The following elementary observation will be useful: Remark 6.3. If H G non-trivially projects to every vertex group then H is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G.
Theorem 6.4. Let I be a collection of cardinals and let Γ be a finite irreducible graph with |V Γ| ≥ 2. Suppose that H G = ΓG is an I-generated subgroup such that H is not virtually cyclic and ρ {v} (H) = {1} for every v ∈ V Γ.
(a) If I is ample and G v is I-locally profi for every v ∈ V Γ, then H is large.
Proof. If the collection I contained no cardinals greater than 1, we would get a contradiction with our assumptions because only cyclic subgroups could be I-generated in this case, but H is not virtually cyclic by the assumptions. Therefore I ′ contains at least one non-zero cardinal, implying that any cyclic subgroup of G is I ′ -generated. Observe, also, that, by Corollary 5.12, in case (a) G is I-locally profi and in case (b) G is I ′ -locally indicable. The proof will proceed by induction on |V Γ|.
Base of induction: |V Γ| = 2. Suppose that V Γ = {a, b} and set A = {a}, B = {b}. In this case G = G A * G B (as Γ is irreducible) and H is not contained in a conjugate of G A or G B by Remark 6.3. Therefore all the assumptions of Lemma 6.2 are satisfied, hence H has the required property.
Step of induction: |V Γ| ≥ 3 and we can suppose that the required statement has been proved for all I-generated subgroups, of (possibly different) graph products over finite irreducible graphs with fewer vertices, mapping non-trivially to each vertex group. By Lemma 6.1 there is a vertex v ∈ V := V Γ such that the full subgraph Γ A , of Γ, is again irreducible, where A := V − {v}. Let C = link Γ (v) ⊂ V and B = C ∪ {v} ⊂ V , then G splits as the amalgamated free product G A * G C G B . Note that |A| ≥ 2 and C A because Γ is irreducible, hence A and B are proper subsets of V .
Recall that for the non-empty proper subset A V Γ, G A = Γ A G A is a graph product with fewer vertices than G, where G A := {G v ∈ G | v ∈ A}, and ρ A (H) is I-generated. Moreover, ρ A (H) projects non-trivially to each vertex group of G A , because for every v ∈ A the canonical retraction ρ v : G → G v factors through the retraction ρ A : G → G A (that is, ρ {v} (H) = (ρ {v} • ρ A )(H)). Thus if ρ A (H) is not virtually cyclic in G A , by induction we know that ρ A (H) satisfies the required properties (ρ A (H) is large in case (a) or maps onto F 2 in case (b)), and these properties are inherited by H. Hence we can suppose that ρ A (H) is virtually cyclic. Applying Theorem 4.1 and Remark 6.3, we see that either
has trivial intersection with any proper parabolic subgroup of G A by Remark 6.3 and Lemma 3.17. Take any g ∈ G, set g 1 := ρ A (g) ∈ G A and, recalling the inclusion C A, observe that
proper parabolic subgroup of G A . By Remark 6.3, H is not contained in a conjugate of G A or G B , therefore we can apply Lemma 6.2 to reach the necessary conclusion. 
If H 1 were contained in a conjugate of G A or G B , then H N G (H 1 ) would be contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G by Corollary 3.16, contradicting to our assumptions together with Remark 6.3. We also need to recall Lemma 2.1, which claims that H 1 is I-generated. Thus we see again that all of the conditions of Lemma 6.2.(i) are satisfied, and so H 1 is large. And since H 1 has index 2 in H, we are able to conclude that H is large as well.
Theorem 6.5. Let I be a collection of cardinals and let Γ be a finite graph. Suppose that H G = ΓG is an I-generated subgroup such that H is not virtually cyclic and
Proof. According to Lemma 5.6, we can project everything onto G E , where E := esupp Γ (H), and further assume that esupp Γ (H) = V Γ, that is H is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G.
By Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2, H contains a finitely generated subgroup M such that M is not virtually cyclic and esupp Γ (M) = V Γ. Choose any finite generating set X of M and apply Proposition 5.8 to find a finite irreducible graph ∆ with at least 2 vertices, a graph product K = ∆K, and a homomorphism ϕ : H → K such that every vertex group K t , t ∈ V ∆, is isomorphic to some G v , v ∈ V Γ, ϕ is injective on M and ϕ(H) projects non-trivially to each vertex group of K.
Since ϕ(M) ∼ = M is not virtually cyclic, we can conclude that ϕ(H) is not virtually cyclic. Therefore both claims of the theorem now follow from Theorem 6.4.
We are now in a position to prove Theorems B and C.
Proofs of Theorems B and C. The argument will proceed by induction on |V Γ|. Note that the base of our induction, |V Γ| = 1, holds because the vertex groups satisfy the corresponding form of Tits alternative. Therefore we can suppose that |V Γ| ≥ 2 and the required statement has been proved for all (possibly different) graph products over graphs with fewer vertices.
Observe that, in Theorem B, the Strong Tits Alternative for G v together with (P5) imply that G v is I-locally profi for all v ∈ V Γ. Similarly, in Theorem C, every vertex group G v will be I ′ -locally indicable by the Strongest Tits Alternative combined with (P6).
Let H be an I-generated subgroup of G. By Theorem A we know that if H does not contain a copy of F 2 , then H belongs to C. Thus we can further suppose that H is not virtually cyclic.
For every non-empty proper subset A V Γ, G A = Γ A G A is a graph product with fewer vertices than G, where G A := {G v ∈ G | v ∈ A}, and ρ A (H) is I-generated. Then, by the induction hypothesis we know that either ρ A (H) is in C or is large (in Theorem B), or maps onto F 2 (in Theorem C). In the latter two cases H inherits the needed properties from ρ A (H).
Summarizing, we can restrict to the situation when H is not virtually cyclic and for all A V Γ, ρ A (H) belongs to C. Suppose that Γ is irreducible. If E := esupp Γ (H) = V Γ, then H ∼ = ρ E (H) (see Lemma 5.6) belongs to C. Thus we can assume that esupp Γ (H) = V Γ, which enables us to apply Theorem 6.5 and achieve that either H is large (in Theorem B) or H maps onto F 2 (in Theorem C).
A Rips-type construction and two examples
The goal of this section is to show that the claims of Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 from the Introduction cannot be improved in an obvious way. For instance, it is natural to ask, whether, after dropping the torsion-freeness assumption from Corollary 1.5, one can still describe the structure of an arbitrary 2-generated subgroup. The example below shows that this may not be easy, as such a subgroup can be large with infinite center; in particular, it will not be virtually free.
Example 7.1. Let Γ be the simple path of length 2 (with 3 vertices and 2 edges), and let G be the graph product with respect to Γ, such that the vertex group in the middle is Z and the vertex groups at the end-points are Z/3Z. Thus G has the presentation a, b, c ac = ca, bc = cb, a 3 = b 3 = 1 . Consider the 2-generated subgroup H = ac, bc G. It is not difficult to see that H is isomorphic to the group given by the presentation x, y x 3 = y 3 (under the map sending x to ac and y to bc). It follows that H has infinite cyclic center generated by c 3 , and the quotient of H by its center is isomorphic to the free product a * b ∼ = Z/3Z * Z/3Z, which is virtually a non-abelian free group.
In order to produce the second example we will use the following Rips-type construction, which could be of independent interest. Proposition 7.2. For every finitely generated recursively presented group P there exists a finitely generated group K and a finitely generated normal subgroup N ⊳ K such that all of the following hold:
• K/N ∼ = P ; • K is a subgroup of some finitely generated right angled Artin group G;
• N is non-abelian, in particular both N and K map onto F 2 .
Proof. First, using the celebrated Higman Embedding Theorem [20] , we embed P into a finitely presented group O. Next we apply [1, Prop. 3 .1] to embed O into an infinite finitely presented group R such that R has no proper finite index subgroups. Applying the Haglund-Wise modification of Rips's construction (see [16, Thm. 10 .1]), we find a finitely generated group H 1 and a finitely generated normal subgroup N 1 ⊳ H 1 such that H 1 /N 1 ∼ = R. Moreover, by Theorem 5.9 from [16] , we know that some finite index subgroup H H 1 is a subgroup of some finitely generated right angled Artin group G. Let ϕ 1 : H 1 → R be an epimorphism with ker(ϕ 1 ) = N 1 . Denote by ϕ : H → R the restriction of ϕ 1 to H; then ϕ(H) will have finite index in R, hence ϕ(H) = R by the construction of R.
Since P R, we can define K H by K := ϕ −1 (P ). Note that N := ker(ϕ) = N 1 ∩ H is finitely generated because it is a finite index subgroup of N 1 , which is finitely generated, and K/N ∼ = P . Since P is finitely generated, it follows that K is also finitely generated.
Suppose that N is abelian. It is well-known that finitely generated right angled Artin groups are linear over Z (for instance, because they can be embedded into finitely generated right angled Coxeter groups [21, Cor. 3.6] , and the standard geometric representation of the latter is a faithful representation by matrices with integer coefficients [22, Cor. 5.4] ). Hence H G can be considered as a subgroup of GL n (Z) for some n ∈ N. D. Segal proved (see [32, Thm. 5, p. 61] ) that every solvable subgroup of GL n (Z) coincides with the intersection of finite index subgroups containing it (in other words, it is closed in the profinite topology of that group). Therefore the abelian subgroup N will equal to an intersection of finite index subgroups of H, which is equivalent to saying that H/N ∼ = R is residually finite. But this is impossible because R is an infinite group without proper subgroups of finite index. This contradiction shows that N must be non-abelian, and so, by Corollary 1.6, both N and K possess epimorphisms onto F 2 .
Recall that the rank rank(H), of a group H, is the least cardinality λ such that H can be generated by a subset X ⊂ H with |X| = λ. In the context of this work it is natural to define the free rank frank(H), of H, as the supremum of all cardinals λ such that H has an epimorphism onto a free group of rank λ. Evidently, frank(H) ≤ rank(H), and in view of Corollary 1.6, it makes sense to ask whether one can find a lower bound for frank(H) in terms of rank(H) for subgroups H of a given finitely generated right angled Artin group G. Note that for any non-trivial abelian subgroup H G, rank(H) ≤ r := rank(G) ∈ N (see Corollary 4.4), and so rank(H) − r + 1 ≤ 1 = frank(H). However, the next statement shows that no such lower bound is possible in general.
Below ω = |N| denotes the first infinite cardinal; thus N ∪ {ω} is the set of all non-zero countable cardinals. Proposition 7.3. There exists a finitely generated right angled Artin group G, a natural number n ∈ N and a collection of subgroups {H i | i ∈ N ∪ {ω}} of G such that frank(H i ) ≤ n and i ≤ rank(H i ) ≤ i + n for all i ∈ N ∪ {ω}. In particular, rank(H ω ) = ω, rank(H i ) ∈ N for all i ∈ N, and rank(H i ) → ∞ as i → ∞.
Proof. Let P := Z≀Z be the (restricted) wreath product of two infinite cyclic groups. Then P is 2-generated, recursively presented and contains a subgroup Q which is isomorphic to the free abelian group Z ω , of rank ω. According to Proposition 7.2, there is a finitely generated right angled Artin group G and finitely generated subgroups N, K G such that N ⊳ K and K/N ∼ = P . Let ϕ : K → P denote an epimorphism with ker(ϕ) = N.
For each i ∈ N choose a subgroup R i ≤ Q of rank i and let R ω := Q. Now, let H i , i ∈ N ∪ {ω}, denote the full ϕ-preimage of R i in K and set n := rank(N) ∈ N. Clearly i = rank(R i ) ≤ rank(H i ) ≤ rank(R i ) + rank(N) = i + n for all i ∈ N ∪ {ω}.
On the other hand, if i ∈ N ∪ {ω} and ψ is an epimorphism from H i onto some free group F, then ψ(N) is a finitely generated normal subgroup of F. If ψ(N) = {1} then ψ factors through the restriction of ϕ to H i , i.e., F is a homomorphic image of ϕ(H i ) = R i , which is a free abelian group. Hence rank(F) ≤ 1 ≤ n.
If ψ(N) = {1} then ψ(N) must have finite index in F (see [27, I.3.12] ), hence, recalling Schreier index formula ([27, I.3.9]), we obtain rank(F) ≤ rank(ψ(N)) ≤ rank(N) = n. Therefore frank(H i ) ≤ n for all i ∈ N ∪ {ω}, as claimed.
